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The laater

The Center for Social Organization'of SchoOls has two primary objectives::
to develop.a scientific knowledge of how schools affect their students, and

. to use this knowledge to develop better school practices and organization.

The Center yorks through three research progAms to achieve'its objec-
tives. The. School Organization Program investigates how school and classroom
organizatidn affects student learning and other outcomes. Current studies
focus on parental involvement, microcomputers, use of time in schools, coop-
erative learning, and other organizational factors. The EduCation and Work
Program examines the relationship, betiefen schooling and students' later-life
occupations and educational success. Current projects include.studies of '

th m enci s required i the workplace, the sources ok trainin nd
xperience tha lead to employment, college students' major field oices,

and employment of urban minbrity youth. The Schools and Delinque6cy Program
researches the problem of crime, violence vandilism,,and Aisorder in schools
.and.the roleAthat schools play in delinquency. Ongoing studies address,the
need to develop_a strgng theory of delinquent behaVior while examining school
effects on delinquency arid evaluating delinquencY,prevention programs in and
outside of schools.

The Center also supports a Fellowships in EdUcation Research program that

provides opportunities for talented young esearchers to conductpand publish_
significant'reiearch and encourages the participation of women sand minofities
in research on education. .

This report, prepared by the School Organization Program, describes a

24-week evaluation of the ,Team-Assisted Individyalization (.TAI) math program
'in grades three, four, and five.



Abstract

' This study evaluated the achievement effects of the Team-Assisted, Indivi-
.

dualization (TAI), math prdgram,aver a 24-week period. The subjects were 1317

studentsop grades three, four, and five,'with 700 students in 31 classes

receiving TAI inAruction and a control,group of 617 students in 30 classes

receivin other math instruction on the same objectives.

2,knalysis of stwariance wag used to analyze the data. Achievesknt was mea-

'sured by dhe Mathematice Concepts and Applications and Mathematics Compute-

tionS subtests'of*the Comprehnsive Test of Basid Skills:

,

,TAI classes gained more than 'control classes on each test at each grade
st

lebel. The differences Were-statistically significant for grades three and

five on the Mathematics Comliutation subtest. On tbe Mathematics Concepts and

Applications subtest, differences were statistically significant or gracke

four and marginally significant (p < .09) for grade five. In avefrl _ana-

lyses, the TAI classes significantly exceeded control classes on both tests

(p < .001).

(
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Adaptinginstruction to individual differences in ability or achievement

has been one of the most persistent problems in American education for

decades. At various times, Opinions and practices have favored the use of

tracking, within-class ability grouping, computer-assisted instruction, pro-

ed instruction, and mastery-learning as ways to help meet the need of

student.for instruction at his or her awn level. Particularly in mathe-

matigs, where learning each skill usually depends upon mastery of prerequi-

site skills, individualization of instruCtion has longrbeen advocated.

However, at present, the educational pemdulum has swung away from indivi-

dualization. The ascendant direct instruction mavement (e.g., Brophy., 1979; .

Good, 1979; Rosenshine, 1979) has generally included among its prescriptions

for practice an avoidance of within-class ability grouping, programmed_

. instruction, or other formal means of indillidualizing instruction. Propo-

nents of direct instruction argue that.individualizaMion tends to require too,

much -nanagement time, depriving students of direct teachingrtime and forcing

the assignment-of large anmunts of seatwork, which has beemassociated with.

Iow time on-task (e.g., Good and Grouws, 1977). Research on programmed,

instruction models, in which students work individually on their awn learning

packets at dheir own levels and rates, has found few advantages of these

, methods for mathematics achievement (e.g. Miller, 1976; Schoen;'1976). A
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HOwever, the ptoblem of accammoaating student heterogeneity im mathematics

instruction will not go away. If anything, such trends as mainstreaming,

desegregation, shrinking school sizes, and'abandoning Of tracking are making,

classes-more, not less, heterogeneous. Even if.past plutions to this prob-.

lem have failed to live up to expectations, the senrch-for' solutions to the

problem of aderpting instruction to different student needs must continue.
4,

Recently a new methoa has been devised to teach mathematics in heterogene-
.

ous elementary school classes. This method, palled Team-Assisted Individuai-

ization, or TAI, is a programmed instruction model designed to allow students

.with quite diverse mathematical skills ta work ai their awn levels avd rates.

However, MAI also incorporates components drawn from a research trad.ition

quite distinct from the programmed instruction

ing. In cooperative learning (Slavin, 1983) in

radition:. Cooperative learn-

tructional methods, students

work in small', heterogeneous learning groups ana are rewarded based on the

performance of the group members; Several dozer' field experiments have

established that these methods have positive effects on student achievement

in a variety of subject areas. including mathematics, and have positive

effects on-such variables as ethnic relationa, self-esteem, acceptance of

mainstreamed students, and.time-on-task (see Slavin; 1980, 1983).

TAI was designed to,solve the perceived_problem's of programmed instruction

by using cooPerative learning teams composed of 4-5 studemts of all levels of

1

past peformance. In TAI, students w rk on programmed materials in their

teams, and are rewarded byted on the iumberof units completed by all team

members and the accuracy of the fina tests taken by mll team members. Stu-

\

dents themselves are responsible for almost all tht-mana6ment,of the inaivi-

yr

!-J
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dualized program, including checking of answers, filing of materials, assign

ent to new units, and so on. This frees the teache to provide direct

struction to homogeneous teaching groups compood

different teams:

students drawn from

k
The use of the cooperative teams in TAI is hypothesized to solve many of

the problems of programmed iristruction identified by critics (e.g., Kepler

and Randall, 1977; Schoen, 1976). For example, critics have noted that these

methods may reduce the teacher to the status of a programehecker, depriving

students of direct instruction and,extended explanations of mathematical con

cepta. In TAI, student management and checking of materials krees the

teacher of this chore and allows.the teacher Vb provide direct instruction.

Lack of motivation to proceed through materials accurately and at a rapid

rate is another frequently mentioned probj.em of programmed instruction (e.g.,

Schoen, 1976). The team reward system in TAI is hypothesized to ceate with
)

inteam encouragement for academic efforts. Similar team reward systems have
" 411

been consistently found to produce proacademic peer:norms and to increase

student achievement (see Slavin, 1983). Checking of mAterials by partners

within'the cooperative teams also provides'students with immediate feedback

on the correctness of their 06sponses, enabling,them to skip material on

which they:have ahown mastery

they are having difficulty.

spend adequate time on material with which'

The TAI program has heen evaluated in two recent studies reported by Sla

vin, .Leavey, and Madden (in press). In both, students in the TAI classes

gained signifitantly more in achievement han did control students. TAI stu

dents were Also rated as better be by their teachers, and in one study,

(
11
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TAI students were found to have more positive self-esteem in math and bAter

attitudes toward math. Further, TAI students have been'found to have more

positive attitudes toward their mainstreamed, low-achieving.classmates (Sla-

vin, Madden, and Leavey, 1982).

However, the Slavin et al. (in press) studies were relatively brief. 'One

study was in effect for eight weeks, and onefor ten. The positive results

might have been due to the novelty of the TAI program rather than to the par-
.

ticulars of the program itself. Also, the studies used only the Mathematics
c

Computations subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). It

might ke argued that the TAI program's positive effects on student, achiev4r

ment could have been due to a greater emphasis on computations than concepts

relative to the control program.

The present study was conducted to investigate the achievement effects of

the TAI program aver a much longer period (24 weeks) and to use both the

Mathematics Concepts and Agplic4tions and. Mathematics CompUtations subscales

of the CTBS to more fully assess achievement outcomels.

Method

,Sub'ects and Design

\ The subjects were 1317 students in grades three-to-five in a suburban

Maryland school. district. Seven hundred students in 31 classes were assigned

to use TAI, and 617 students in 30 classes matched on grade level, district-

administered California Achievement Test (CAT) scores, and type of neighbor-

hood were assigned to the 'control group. Analyses of covariance (ANCOVA.5,/,

with CAT scores as covariateel were used to adjust CTBS posttest scores for

A. 4

1
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any remaining differenceii in pretest levels (none of which were st iSticallY
. .

significant) and to increase statistical powe'r.
I
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TreatMents 4

Team Aiäisted Individualization. The principal cmnponents of TAI were as

follows:-

1. Teams. Students were assigned to four or fivemember temais by the4
project staff. Each team waisted of a mix of high, average, and low

achievers (as determined by a placement test), boys and girls, and students

of any ethnic groups in the class reOresented in the proportion they made up

ot the entire class. Students identifZta as receiving resource help for a

1Zarning-problem were evenly distributed among the teams. Students were,-

reassigned to new teams every eight'weeks by theii teachers according t

iame proCedure.

2. Placement test. The students were pretested at the beginning qf the

project on Mathematics operations: Students were placed at the appropriate

points in the individualized program based on their performande on 'the diag

inostic test.

t,

3. Curriculum materials. During the individualizeA portion of the TAI

process, students worked on prepared curriculum materials covering addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, numeration, decimals, fractions, word

problems, and introduction to algebra. These materials had the following

2,41F

- -An Instruction Sheet expItatning the skill to be.mastered and 4ving a

subparts:

.stepbystep meihod of solving problems.

-Several Skillsheep, each consisting of twenty problems. Each

skillsheet introduced a'subakill that led to final mastery of the

entire skill.
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.

--A Checkout, which consisted of.two parallel sets'of ten items'.

a

--A FinaVest.

--Answer Sheerb,for Skillsheees, Checkouts,%and Final TAsti.

.*/

co

,4. Team Study Method. Following the placetent test,
.

students were given

a starting point in the indiVidualized mathematics units. They worked on

their Units in their.teams, foll'owing these.steps:

--Students formed into pairs or triads within'their teams. Studenti

located the units they were working on and brought them to the-team

.area. Each unit congisted.of the Instruction Sheet, Skillshe/ets, and

Checkouts itapled together, and the Skillsheet Answer Sheets and

Checkout Answer Sheets stapled togeAr.,

- -Students exchanged Answer Sheets with partners within tHeir teams. .

-Each stuaent read his or her Instruction Sheet, asking teammates or

,..the teacher for help if necessary, and then began with the ,first,

Skillsheet in his or her unit.

- -Each student worked the first four problems on his or her awn Skill- ,

sheet and then had his fir her partner.check the answers.against the

4
Answer Sheet. If all four were correct, the student could immediately

go'on to the next' Skillsheet. If any were wrong, the student. had to

try the next four problems, and so on until he or she got one block of

,

four problems correct (asking teammates or the.teacher for help if

needed).. N



--When a student,got fourir n a row'correct on the last Skillsheet, he or

she could take,CheAout...A; a ten-item quiz that resembled the last

Skillsheet. On the Checkout, students worked alone un il they were
./

finished. When they were finished; a eammate scored the Checkout.

If the sCutent got eight\br mote items cOrrect,/ehe teammate signed

, the lfheckout to indicate that the student was certified by the team to

take inal Test. If tge student did not get eight correct, the

teacher was called in to explain any problems.the stUdent wai having.

The teacher would then ask the studenC to work again on certain

Skillsheet items. The student then took Checkout B, a second ten-item

test comparable in content and difficulty to Checkout A. Otherwise,

students skipped Checkout B and went straight to the Final Test. No

student would take the Final Test until he or she had been passed by a

teammate on a Checkout. Wheh a stUdent "checked out," he or she took

the Checkout to a student monitor from a different team to get the

appropriate Final Test. The student fhen completed the Final Test,

and the monitor seored it. Two or three students served as monitors

each day, rotating responsiblity among the class every-day.

t5. Team Scdres.and Team ReCognition: t the end of each week, the
,

, .

teacher computed a team score. This score was'bas on the average number of
f

units covered by each team member, with extra points f perfect ornear-per-

fect papers. Criteria were established for team performance. A high criter-

Cr*ion was set for a team to be a "SUPERTEAM," a moderate criterion was estab-.

lished for a team to be a "GREATTEAM," and a minimum criterion'was set for a

team eo be a" "GOODTEAM." The teams meeting the "SUPERTEAM" and "GREATTEAM"

criteria received ttractive certifi6ates.
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6. Teaching Groups. Each day, the teacher worked for 5-15 minutes with
4

groups of students who were- at about the same point in the curriculum. The.

,

purpose of these sessions wins to prepare students for tajor concepts in

upcoming malts and to go aver any points with which students were having,.

trouble.

Control. The control group used traditit5L,InethiHs for teaching mathe-
",

matics, which consisted in every case of traditional texts and-group-paced

instruction supplemented by anall homogeneous teacher-directed math groups.
_

Mathematics Achievement Measures

The Mathematics Computations and Concepts and Applications subscales of

the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), Level 2, Form S, were adminis-

iered as a posttest of student mathematics achievement for students in grades

three and four. For fifth graders, Level H, From U was used. The CTBS

(rather than a curriculuml-specific test) was used to be sure experimental and

control Classes would have equal opportunities to have their learning be

registered on the test. No efforts were made to design the curriculum mater-

ials to correspond to the CTBS items. As noted earlier, California Achieve-
,

)nent Test scores from routine district testing were used as covariates to

control for initial differences in achievement. For third and fifth graders,

the CAT scores were from the fall before the stUdy began; for-fourth graders;

third-grade fall testa were used as covariates (as the district did not test

fourth graders).

1

0
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Results and Discussion

.The dat were analyzed by means of analyses of covariance. Foi analyses

involv g the -CTBS Mathematics Camputations Scales, CAT Mathematics Camputa-
.

tions scores were used as the covariate; for CTBS Concepts'and Applications,

the corresponding CAT scores were used.
t,/

0.

Analyses were conducted separ4tely for each grade level. Also, an overall
A

analysis was conducted by changing al1'4cores to z-scores, adjustin posttest

scores for covaiiates, and then cOnducting an 4nalysis of variance o& the

residualized scores.

",.;

Table 1 AboUt Here

#

The resufts are summarized in Table 1. All analyses were conducted using

raw scores, but T4ble'l presents grade equivalents for ease of interpretation

of the different tests.

TAI classes gained more than control.classes (controlling for CAT scbtes)
.g

on every test at every grade level. .The differences reached statistical sig-
.

nisficance for Matheytics' Computations at grades three and five', but norl..

fouf. There were iignificant differences at grade four and margins/ (p <

.09) differences at grade five for Mathematics Concepts and Applications. In

the overall analyses, the TAI classes significantly exceded control clasdes

on both tests (p < .001),

.These results support the conclusion Of the Slavin, Leavey, and Madden in

press) studies that TAT is an effective program for accelerating mathem- -cs
. s
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learning in elementary school,: Diffibrences were. not statistically aignifi-

cant at every grade level for every test, but there. were significant differ-

ences favoring, TAI on one or tte other test at every grade level, and the

overall differences com6fned across grades were highly significant, ,averaging

about a ovarter of a grade equivalent.1

These, reifults make it unlikely that the positive effects of TAI on student
.

.

achi ent found by Slavin, Leave), , and Madden (in press) were artifncts of

the novelty of the program, as novelty effects would not be -expected to
pa

remain in ef fect for 24 (weeks. Also, the fact that the effects of TAI were

as strong on Concepts and Applications as on Conaiutations is an indication
.- .

that the program not only benefits basic skills, but \also affects higher-

ordtsi mathematical learning.

.6
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Table 1
Experimental Results in grade Equivalents

Pr (Gr. 3 CAT) 3.85

(CTBS II) 4.88
246

Pos
N/

Gr de 3-C & A
/ Pre 4.48

Post . 5.35
N 245

Grade 4-Comp
Pre (Gr. 3CAT)
Post (CTBS II)

Grade 4-C & A
Pre 4.16
Post 6.63

N 217

Grade 5=Comp.
Pre ZGr. 3,CAT)
Post (COS H)

TAI

3.71
5.71
219

6.15

7.49

239

Overall-C & A-
Pre 5.20

Pest 6.49

N 700

Grade 5-C & A
Pre 6.88

4.0

Post . 8.02

N '238
,

Overall-C6Mp
Pre 4.59

PosI 6.02

N 704.

.4

Control

3.69
4.61

204

.02

4.35 4
5.06 1.86 NS

206

3.39
5.37 41 NS

162

4.00
5.97
164'

6.26

7.27

247

10.80 .00F

.001

6.68 1!
-)

7.65 . 2.86 .09

247

4.65

5.88 , 13.12

613

.5.19

6.34
617

.001'

13.61 ,001


